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Lancaster County Fair:
July 30-August 3
It’s county fair time. The
theme of the 1997 Lancaster
County Fair is “Fair Time is
Family Time.” As 4-H mem-
bers put the finishing touches
on fair exhibits everyone in the
family is involved. It may be
nothing more than the brothers
and sisters, dads and moms
getting to eat the reject cookies
and rolls, etc. Many family
members and friends watch
demonstrations being prac-
ticed, help prepare the animals
and choose garden produce for
exhibit. Getting the rocket shot
off for the fifth time without
loosing it may also be a
challenge. However one gets
involved, fair time is a fun
time for the whole family.
Other families are also
involved in preparing exhibits
for Open Class. Attending
county fair is a fun family
activity. Looking at the exhib-
its, participating in events,
showing animals, enjoying the
fair food from the 4-H food
stands, eating watermelon,
watching demonstrations and
other events can be fun and
include educational learning.
The 4-H activities start Mon-
day, July 29 with 4-H horse
shows running through Thurs-
day, July 31. Other entries
come in Tuesday, July 29 and
judging of static exhibits will
take place Wednesday, July 30.
The fair officially opens at
10:00 a.m., Thursday, July 31
and concludes Sunday evening,
August 3.
Volunteers are vital to the
success of the fair. They share
their time and talents to assist
not only at the county fair but
throughout the year. Teens and
adults help in many ways
throughout the fair. 4-H fair
superintendents help with
planning shows and making
sure everything runs smoothly.
Making fair educational as well
as fun is a challenge to all
involved. Interview judging
gives 4-H members the oppor-
tunity to visit with judges about
their projects. By sharing the
success, challenges and trials of
an exhibit, the 4-H member has
a chance to show and tell what
they have learned. 4-H mem-
bers, parents and leaders learn
while working with the judges
and superintendents by writing
comments, displaying exhibits
and helping 4-H members feel
comfortable in a new situation.
Displays and shows give
families opportunities to view
and discuss new learning or
hobby ideas for the family. 4-H
and Open Class exhibits cover
a large area of topics and items.
Foods, clothing, home environ-
ment, horticulture, floriculture,
livestock, crops, small animals,
engineering, photography and
fine arts exhibits highlight the
many skill and hobbies people
in Lancaster County are
involved in.
Jr. leaders, Teen Council
members, 4-H Ambassadors
and youth 4-H Council mem-
bers are teens who share their
time and talents at the fair.
How about some ice cream
from the Ice Cream Social
sponsored by the Teen Council?
This event will be Saturday
evening, August 2. It is used as
a fund-raiser for scholarships
and youth leadership
activities. The adult
4-H Council mem-
bers are actively
involved throughout
the fair—especially
in the 4-H Food
Booths. The funds
from these booths
help with 4-H
activities and
scholarships through
the year.
Why should you
bring your family to
the Lancaster
County Fair? In
addition to the
traditional 4-H and
Open Class shows
and exhibits, special
events include
Health Awareness
Day, Keeping
Families First Day,
the Family BBQ,
Watermelon Feed,
Petting Zoo and the
Hay Hauling Con-
test. See the fair
insert for a schedule
of all fair events.
A new event at
the fair this year is
Keeping Families
First Day. Families First is a
state-wide thrust to help build
communities where families
are valued. Families will have
the opportunity to participate
in hands-on activities Saturday,
August 2, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p m.
in Ag Hall. These activities
will include crafts, games,
reading stories, and walks to
name a few. Interspersed
throughout the day will be
entertainment. The admission
is free. This event is sure to be
a highlight of your visit to the
county fair. Health Awareness
Day will feature exhibits from
many community agencies and
organizations emphasizing
health and safety. Booths will
include hands-on activities for
all age groups, includ-
ing blood pressure
testing for the
adults, a view of
the new Health
Department
Mobile Unit
and the
D.A.R.E. van. This event will
run 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Friday, August 1 in Ag Hall.
The Petting Zoo will be
open Saturday, August 2 and
will give youth and adults the
chance to pet and play with
farm animals in the city.
Families benefit from
shared time because it eases
loneliness and isolation,
nurtures relationships and
creates a family identity. Young
people need caring, principled
adults in their lives who
support, encourage and guide
them. Join the families who
attend the county fair, take part
in the many activities and
enjoy family time together.
“Fair Time is Family Time”
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Horticulture 4-H gardeners attend
garden workshops
Mary Jane McReynolds
Extension Assistant
“Do you compost?” 4-H gardeners who are participating in the Be A
Better Gardener 4-H Program were asked this question when they
attended a
4-H composting workshop. Many of the gardeners said “yes.” At the
workshop, the 4-H members learned why composting is important,
what not to put in a compost bin and how to correct common
composting problems.
They also learned how to
compost with worms.
The gardeners made mini
bags of compost. This
demonstrates composting
on a very small scale.
The gardeners will be
able to watch the
composted materials
decompose close up. The
4-H gardeners have the
opportunity to write an
essay on what they
learned at the workshop and how they used that informa-
tion in their garden at home. This essay can be submitted
as an exhibit at the Lancaster County Fair.
Many of the 4-H gardeners also attended a workshop
earlier in the season on container gardening. At this
workshop they planted herbs in containers. These potted
herb plants can be shown at the Lancaster County Fair as
an exhibit.
4-H gardeners in the Be A Better Gardener 4-H Program look at
worm compost and make their own mini compost bag. (MJM)
Fast, Convenient, Accessible
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-832-5441
441-7188 in the Lincoln area
To listen to a NUFACTS message, call the number above on a
touch-tone phone, then enter a three-digit number listed below.
Call 441-7180 to receive a brochure with all
the NUFACTS message topics.
...and more than 4oo additional topics.
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension educational programs abide with the
nondiscrimination policies of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
 and the United States Department of Agriculture.
Control of ground ivy in the lawn
A common weed found in many
lawns is ground ivy. Ground ivy
is a low growing, creeping
perennial. It spreads by seed and
by the stems which root at the
nodes. The leaves of ground ivy
are round or kidney shaped with
scalloped margins. The stems are
four sided. Flowers are small,
bluish purple and funnel
shaped. Ground
ivy thrives in
damp, shady
areas,
but
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“One Call—that's all”
Next time you begin plans for additions to your home landscape,
remember to include Nebraska’s “One Call” system into your
planting schedule.
One Call is a toll-free Nebraska number—a non-profit service
funded by fees from Nebraska utility companies—which enables
homeowners to have all their utility lines marked by calling 1-800-
331-5666. Within a few days, locations of all the buried utility lines
will be marked by the responsible utility companies, ensuring that
the digging and planting won’t inadvertently sever a utility line.
Marking utility lines protects consumers from explosions from
punctured gas lines, high- voltage shocks from buried electrical
lines, as well as insuring that critical service like 911 emergency
response isn’t interrupted. Those digging without having utility lines
marked are liable for any damages excavation may cause.
The One Call service wants to ensure that digging won’t pose a
danger to those doing it, as well as protecting the services that many
of us depend on. Most of our utility lines are now underground and
unfortunately, part of human nature is “out of site, out of mind.”
Lines are color-coded by utility:
Red—electrical power lines, cables, conduit and lighting cables.
Yellow—gas, oil, steam, petroleum, or gaseous materials.
Orange—communication, alarm or signal lines, cables or conduit
including cable television.
Blue—water, irrigation, and slurry lines.
Green—storm, drain lines/sewer.
Pink—survey markings.
White—proposed excavation.
The actual location of lines may be within 18 inches of the
marking so care should be used when digging near the spray-painted
lines and colored flags.
The service is open 24 hours a day, 365 days per year. (DJ)
also grows well in sunny loca-
tions. A member of the mint
family, ground ivy is also known
as creeping Charlie.
Control of ground ivy in
lawns is difficult. The control
strategy depends upon the degree
of infestation. Turfgrass areas
that have become completely
overrun with ground ivy may
need a major renovation. The
small amount of grass is simply
not worth saving. The ground ivy
needs to be destroyed and the
areas seeded in late summer.
Glyphosate (Roundup, Kleenup)
is a non-selective herbicide that
can be used as a spot treatment
to control ground ivy. Non-
selective herbicides kill
nearly all plant material that
they come in contact with.
Efforts to eliminate ground ivy
should begin in early August.
This allows adequate time to kill
the ground ivy and prepare the
area for seeding in late August or
September. Apply glyphosate to
the ground ivy infested areas,
wait 10 to 14 days and then treat
the areas a second time if the
ground ivy has not been com-
pletely killed. Once the ground
ivy is effectively controlled, the
areas can be seeded.
Turfgrass areas that contain
some ground ivy, but are mainly
grass, can be treated with
selective herbicides. These
materials will selectively kill the
ground ivy, but not harm the
turfgrass.  Products which
contain 2,4-D are effective on
ground ivy. To achieve control,
August blooming p
erennial flowers
Are most of your ea
rly summer perenni
al flowers done bloo
ming for the year? W
ouldn’t it
be nice to have a sel
ection of perennials
 that bloom late in th
e summer? There ar
e many
attractive August blo
oming perennials av
ailable and many blo
om up until frost. M
aybe next
year you can add a s
election of late summ
er blooming perenni
als to your flower ga
rden.
Common name
 
Color
Height
Black Eyed Susan
Yellow
2-3 ft.
Sedums
Pink, red, white
2-3 ft.
Lavender Cotton
Yellow
1 ft.
Goldenrod
Yellow
3 ft.
Meadow Rue
Lavender
3-5 ft.
Obedient Plant
Pink
2-4 ft.
Asters
Pink, red
3-4 ft.
Turtlehead
Pink
3 ft.
Helen’s Flower
Yellow
3 ft.
Hostas
Lavender
1-3 ft.
Red Hot Poker
Red/Yellow
3 ft.
Gayfeater
Rose, purple
1-2 ft.
Of course this list is
 not complete. Chec
k garden books and 
catalogs for more la
te
blooming perennials
. Plan on enjoying your pe
rennial garden until 
the cold weather set
s in.
(MJM)
continued on page 11
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Environmental
Focus
1997 Household Hazardous
Waste Collections
Waste Collections will take:
• Heavy metals—Wastes
containing mercury such as
thermometers, thermostats and
fluorescent bulbs. (Many
batteries contain heavy metals
but can now be recycled locally.)
• Solvents—Mineral spirits,
turpentine, paint strippers and
thinners, oil-based paints, var-
nishes, stains, polishes and waxes.
• Pesticides—Weed killers,
garden sprays, wood preserva-
tives, roach powder, pet flea and
tick products, rat poisons, etc.
Acceptable pesticides also
include EPA banned chemicals
in the box (at right).
Reminder:  These collections are for households only; not for businesses.
Only residents of Lincoln and Lancaster County can bring items to collections. Pesticide container
recycling at fair,
other sites in August
Lancaster County crop producers/pesticide users can recycle their
rinsed pesticide containers at the Lancaster County Fair on Friday,
August 1, Ag Hall, State Fair Park. The recycling trailer will be in
Milford on August 15, Raymond on August 22 and Wahoo on
August 29. See the table that follows for sponsoring agribusinesses
and locations.
A stationary trailer is located at the Lancaster County Extension
Office, 444 Cherrycreek Road, for recycling containers weekdays,
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Please call ahead to make sure someone will
be available to inspect and collect your containers.
All pesticide containers will be inspected to make sure they have
been triple rinsed or rinsed with a pressure rinser and have their lids
and labels removed. Bring white or yellow 1- and 2-1/2 gallon
containers that have held pesticide or related products; brown yard
and garden pesticide containers cannot be recycled with the white
and yellow containers. Milk jugs and antifreeze jugs are also
unacceptable. (BPO)
Collection Site Date Location
Lancaster County Fair August 1 Ag Hall, State Fair Park
Countryside Cooperative August 15 Milford
Countryside Cooperative August 22 Raymond
Otte Oil & Propane August 29 Wahoo
People report increased bat activity in the late summer and some-
times find a misplaced bat inside the home. The reason for this
increased activity is that many bat species give birth to their young
early in the summertime. By August, these young, inexperienced
bats leave the nursery colony using their sonar-like echo location
system to navigate in the darkness to avoid objects and find food. As
you can imagine, this is no easy task for an inexperienced bat. If a
bat accidentally gets in your house, it soon realizes it is in the wrong
place, but cannot find its way outside.
If you have a bat in your home, DON’T PANIC. Put on a pair of
gloves, capture the bat and release it outside. If you feel more
comfortable, use a net or cover the bat with a cardboard box, then
release it outdoors. Whatever your technique, always wear gloves.
Because bats do carry rabies, even though infrequently, you should
wear gloves to avoid being bitten. When frightened, bats will bite
just like any other wild animal.
Many people admire the beneficial and interesting nature of
bats. By building and putting up a “bat house” in your yard, you can
attract these interesting mammals in the springtime to help control
nuisance insects like mosquitoes all summer long. To maximize your
chances of attracting them, place your bat house 12 feet to 15 feet
above the ground, and firmly attach it to the side of a building or a
convenient tree. Sites near water are best. Shelter your bat house
from prevailing winds but place it in a sunny exposure. Paint the
roof of your bat house black so it will absorb heat in the winter.
For more information on bats or bat house plans, contact the
Lancaster County Extension Office, 441-7180. (BPO)
Bat sightings increase
in August
Reuse wire coat hangers
Are you experiencing the “dog
days of August?” It’s really hot
and you’re probably using the
maximum amount of water daily.
Here’s a way to save water by
the gallons!
Make a chart like the one
shown below. Write the names of
your family members in the
column on the left. For one
week, have each person record
the number of minutes each
shower takes.
At the end of the week, total
the minutes each family member
has spent showering. Divide this
total by the number of showers
that person took during the week
to determine the average number
Don’t throw away your extra wire coat hangers. Instead, sort them by
type or shape, fasten them together, and return them to your dry
cleaners for reuse. Or use your imagination and follow these simple
rules to put surplus coat hangers to work in different and creative ways.
Rules:
1. You may use more than one coat hanger.
2. You may bend or cut the coat hangers, using pliers or a good
pair of wire cutters.
3. You may attach several coat hangers together.
4. You may attach other objects/materials to the coat hangers.
If you are stuck for ideas, try to create:
• a back scratcher • a book rack • a card or letter holder • a fly
swatter • a decorative mobile • a pen holder • a plant hanger
Good luck! (ALH)
Shortest shower award
of minutes spent in the shower.
Create a Shortest Shower
Award and present it to the
family member who has aver-
aged the fewest minutes per
shower. Also reward that mem-
ber with an ice cream cone or
fresh lemonade, or maybe...your
whole family could take a dip in
the local swimming pool. Happy
water saving! (ALH)
Antlions: the good, the odd and the ugly
In the summertime, homeowners
may notice small funnel-shaped
pits next to their foundations,
usually in dry, fine soil. Often
these pits are under the eaves or
next to porches, areas that are
protected from direct rainfall.
Observant homeowners may also
notice that as the summertime
progresses, the pits become
larger in diameter and more
widely spaced apart. Hidden
under the soil at the bottom of
each pit, a predatory immature
antlion waits for unsus-
pecting ants and other
small insects to fall into
the pit.
Compared with other
insects, immature antlions
are peculiarly adapted for
constructing their pits and
this predatory lifestyle. They
have a broad, flattened body,
short legs, (best suited for
crawling backward) and a flat
head with long, sickle-shaped
mandibles. The larvae do not
resemble the adult antlions,
which look like a small dam-
selfly and
have a slender
body and delicate
outstretched wings.
Antlion larvae are some-
times called doodlebugs. They
get this nickname because, in the
process of finding a site to dig a
continued on page 11
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This
Shortest Shower Award
is presented to
____________________________
(name)
for conserving water by averaging
only __________ minutes per shower
between _________ and _________.
(date) (date)
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Farm Views
Some heat stress is un-
avoidable, but planning
can minimize the effects.
How to deal with
animal heat stress
Summer months in Nebraska
mean summer heat, a stressful
time made worse by occasional
periods of high humidity and
calm winds. Livestock producers
must ensure their animals avoid
the worst effects of heat stress.
In dairy cattle, heat stress is
one of the leading causes of
decreased production and
fertility.  The ideal temperature
range for dairy cattle is from 25°
to 65° F. Temperatures above 80°
F cause reduced feed intake,
leading to reduced production.
Humidity also contributes to
heat stress. Cattle are in danger
when temperatures near 100°
and humidity is 50 percent.
Humidity nearing 80 percent, in
that heat, can be fatal for cattle.
Since cattle sweat only at
about 10 percent of the rate of
humans, they are more suscep-
tible to heat stress. Stale,
stagnant air can reach dangerous
or lethal levels quickly. Indoor
animals need mechanical cooling
to reduce heat—including
possibly both ventilation and
water sprinkling systems. It is
crucial for producers to have
rapid movement of air in any
confined space.
Fans of at least one-half
horsepower with 36-inch blades
can move up to 10,000 cubic feet
per minute. They should be
installed at least every 30 to 40
feet over free-stall areas. This
encourages dairy animals to lie
down after feeding.
Pigs, also, are susceptible to
heat stress. For confined swine in
gestation and farrowing facili-
ties, ventilation still is the
primary requirement for keeping
animals healthy. Drip coolers can
be positioned to direct water
onto the jugular vein of the
animal’s neck. Fans must dry off
the moisture to avoid making the
air even more humid.
Increasing air flow in
buildings is important for the
summer health of both cows and
pigs. Producers must ensure that
air moves freely, especially in
free-stall barns designed with
open alleys and closed stalls.
Aside from installing fans,
producers may consider opening
the sides of barns made of sheet
metal. Curtains can be used to
cover the openings. Another
option is to increase the roof
venting.
On those occasions when
Nebraska’s winds aren’t blow-
ing, still air can cause problems
for animals. Some heat stress is
unavoidable, but planning can
minimize the effects.
With cattle in open lots, dust
control is necessary to prevent
respiratory system distress.
Producers should use sprinklers
to dampen lot surfaces as
necessary and avoid using lots or
pens adjacent to shelter belts
during hot weather. Low-wind
velocity due to the trees means
increased risk of heat-related
problems. Source: Gerald
Bodman, Livestock Systems
Specialist. (WS)
Make plans now for passing on
the family farm
A will often is the primary
means of carrying out estate
planning decisions. Thus, it’s
very important that the will
represent the best thinking
possible about the present and
future of family members and of
the farm or ranch operation.
Having a properly written,
signed and witnessed will is very
important. As the basic estate
planning document, the will is
implemented through probate
court action taken following the
death of the testator (the person
who signed the will). A will can
provide recommendations for the
care of dependents and for
selection of a personal represen-
tative who will manage the
closing of the testator’s estate.
The will gives instructions for
inheritance or other disposal of
the testator’s property that passes
through probate.
When thinking about writing
a will, there are several impor-
tant considerations:
• the special needs of chil-
dren and other family members
• the contributions of a
family member or members who
have worked and invested in
production unit growth
• the goals for future
production unit operations
• the alternatives for distri-
bution of assets to various heirs
• the estimated costs of
estate settlement, including taxes
and legal costs under distribution
alternative
• the ability of heirs to get
along with each other in work
and family situations
• other considerations unique
to the family and production unit
It’s important that families
remember who actually owns the
production unit. Sometimes,
those who expect to inherit
forget that the parents’ estate
belongs to the parents.
As owners, and within limits
set by the law, parents have the
right to do with their estate as
they see fit. Thus, parents have
the right to sell, give away or
bequeath to heirs part or all of
the family production unit. It’s
important that their offspring
respect the parents’ right to make
decisions as they see fit.
Unless they’ve grown up in a
family where respect for the
owners of property is an impor-
tant value, members of the
younger generation may feel
they have been unfairly treated if
they believe their parents’ estate
wasn’t equally divided.
When the parents’ ownership
rights are poorly understood or
not respected, conflicts between
siblings are a real possibility.
Such conflicts can lead to legal
actions over the estate settle-
ment—a costly and very undesir-
able outcome. The foundation
for an estate settlement is often
learned. What the younger
generation learns about values
related to rights of property
owners can make it possible for
the family farm or ranch to
continue from generation to
generation.
This information provides
only background information for
your estate planning. Consult
with legal and tax advisers
before making estate planning
decisions. Sources: Deb Rood,
Program Coordinator and Paul
Gessaman, Ph.D., Agricultural
Economist, both NU/IANR (WS)
Seedbeds for late
summer alfalfa planting
Is planting alfalfa in your plans this month? August is an excellent
time to plant, if you have moisture and you do it right. Here are
some reminders on how to be successful.
Seedbed preparation is crucial for late summer plantings. Good
seed-to-soil contact and weed control are critical. Half-hearted
seedbed preparation produces only half decent stands.
Two seedbeds work well in August. A fully-tilled seedbed is best
for many growers. Weeds are eliminated and the field is smooth. But
don’t overtill. Conserve soil moisture when possible and put extra effort
into getting a firm seedbed. Believe it or not, you should be able to
dribble a basketball on an alafalfa seedbed in August. Rolling, harrow-
ing and waiting for rain or irrigating help make seedbeds firm.
Small grain stubble also makes a good seedbed. Many drills can
place alfalfa seeds into stubble soil very nicely. Just make sure you
control weeds like foxtail, sunflowers and volunteer grain before
stubble seeding. Use herbicides like Roundup or Gramoxone Extra
before planting to kill existing weeds, if needed.
This August, be especially wary of grasshoppers. They seem to
be everywhere and love to eat new seedlings. Spray field margins
with insecticides if there are more than 20 hoppers per square yard.
Remember, these preparations are useless without moisture. I
discourage planting into dry soil because we never know if fall rains
will be good or bad.
But if you have moisture, then plant—shallow for rapid emer-
gence and early for seedlings to develop good cold tolerance. With
help from Mother Nature, good hay is just a spring away. Source:
Bruce Anderson, Extension Forage Specialist. (WS)
Oats for fall pasture or hay
Now that it’s August, fall is just around the corner. Could you use
some extra pasture or hay in late September and October?
Oats may be one of our most under-used fall forages. It grows
fast, thrives under cool fall conditions, has good feed value, and can
produce over two tons of hay or pasture yet this year. And it dies out
over winter, so it protects soil without causing planting problems
next spring.
To plant oats, drill about three bushels of oats per acre in early
August for maximum yield potential. A fully prepared seedbed
Improve livestock water
distribution on pastures
Good livestock water distribu-
tion on pastures is one of the
most influential parts of good
grazing management. Plentiful,
reliable, good quality water is
essential for grazing livestock.
Without good water, it doesn’t
matter how effective other
grazing management practices
might be.
But how important is the
location of that water? Think
about how water sites influence
the grazing behavior of your
livestock. And how this might
affect both pasture and animal
performance.
Animals resist travelling
far from water. They rarely
graze more than a half mile
away from water in rough
country or a mile away on flat
land. Under 1000 feet is the
ideal distance. If they do travel
far for water, they spend less
time grazing, they burn off
pounds walking and they graze
continued on page 11
Evening program to highlight
irrigation management and
well decommissioning
An evening program has been scheduled for Wed., August
6th to discuss irrigation management and demonstrate proper
well decommissioning. The program will begin at 6:00 p.m.
on a tract of land owned by Dick Stillhan and farmed by Wally
Wild. The farm is located east of Crete (1/4 mile east of West
Martell Road & SW 128th intersection). The field is currently
planted to corn and beans. T&L Irrigation representative
Harold Poppe will discuss the new center pivot irrigation
system equipped with low-pressure nozzles. Extension
Specialist DeLynn Hay will discuss irrigation scheduling,
nozzle type and use of chemigation systems. Dan Schulz will
discuss the in-line and ultrasonic water well flow meters.
Sargent Irrigation and Justin Krajewski will demonstrate
proper well decommissioning of an abandoned irrigation well.
Refreshments, prizes and a meal will be provided. For more
information contact the Lower Platte South NRD (476-2729)
or the Lancaster County Extension Office (441-7180).
continued on page 11
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Acreage
Insights
Learn at your convenience
NUFACTS (audio) Information Center
NUFACTS audio message center offers fast,
convenient information. In the Lincoln area call
441-7188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the 3-digit number of
the message you wish to hear.
NUFACTS (faxback) Information Center
NUFACTS faxback document center offers fast,
convenient information. In the Lincoln area call
441-7188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-
5441. When directed, enter the 4-digit number of
the document you wish to receive.
"Part-time Farming" video
"Part-time Farming" will help effectively develop
your country environment and improve your quality
of life. Just one hour of "Part-time Farming"
provides numerous tips that will save you costly
mistakes and precious time. Call 402-441-7180 to
order your copy.
Acreage & Small Farm Insights Web Site
Visit our Internet web site at: http//ianrwww.
unl.edu/ianr/lanco/ag/acreage to learn about
Extension programs, publications and links to other
acreage and small farm information.
—24 hours a day, 7 days a week—
Festival of Color scheduled
for September 6
Landscaping demonstrations and
youth activities are just two of
the expanded attractions at this
year’s fifth annual Festival of
Color near Mead. The lawn and
garden open house, which
annually attracts thousands, will
be September 6 at the University
of Nebraska’s John Seaton
Anderson Turfgrass and Orna-
mental Research Area. The area
is part of the University of
Nebraska Agricultural Research
and Development Center.
Festival demonstrations,
displays and how-to sessions will
run from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Featured this year will be
demonstrations on developing a
new or renovating an existing
landscape to create one that is
attractive and environmentally
sensitive.
Design and irrigation
principles, plant selection,
planting, mulching and berming
will all be discussed. Guided
tours on tree and shrub selection,
perennials, ornamental grasses
and turfgrass will be offered
along with talks on landscape
water management, pond
maintenance, houseplant propa-
gation, backyard wildlife and
more.
A landscape problem-
solving session will feature the
panel of UN Cooperative
Extension specialists from the
Backyard Farmer program on
Nebraska Educational Televi-
sion. Those attending can bring
plant samples for the panel to
identify and diagnose.
Children can learn about soil
and water conservation in the
hands-on family fun center. Fun
center activities will help children
understand the water cycle, soil
and the importance of Nebraska’s
groundwater. A children’s garden
will also be featured.
Other festival features
include the Great Plants for the
Great Plains program, a program
to raise awareness of new and
underused plants, and a tent for
environmental and gardening
organizations. Nursery retailers
will also be on hand with a large
selection of plant material for
sale.
Festival of Color is sup-
ported by the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency, Region
VII through the Nebraska
Department of Environmental
Quality; Nebraska Nursery and
Landscape Association; Ne-
braska Turfgrass Foundation;
Early May Seed and Nursery,
Limited Partnership; Bluebird
Nursery; Lilypons Water Gar-
dens, Buckeys Town, MD; the
Lower Platte North Natural
Resources District; Campbell’s
Nursery and Garden Center;
University of Nebraska Coopera-
tive Extension and the Water
Center/Environmental Programs.
The event is free to the public,
but donations will be accepted to
help defray rising costs.
For more information,
contact Amy Greving, Extension
Assistant, University of Ne-
braska Department of Horticul-
ture (402) 472-2584 or Deloris
Harder, Outreach/Educational
Programming Assistant, (402)
624-8022. Internet users can get
more information at the Festival
of Color website at http://
hort.unl.edu/fallfest/. (SCB)
Specialty Crop Field
Days
The second annual Specialty Crop Field Days will be held in
Lincoln August 9 and 16.
The program on August 9 will begin at 1:30 p.m. with lunch at
the Lancaster Extension Education Center. Growers will have an
opportunity to share production and marketing strategies and discuss
a possible year-round farmers’ market in Lincoln. We will then visit
farms of several area growers. Please RSVP by calling the Nebraska
Sustainable Agriculture Society office at (402) 254-2289 by August
1 if you plan to join us for lunch.
The program on August 16 will begin at 12:00 noon at Ruth
Chantry and Evrett Lunquist’s Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) Garden, 13600 S. 96th Street, 1.5 miles south of Saltillo
Road. The tour will include information on CSA, a garden tour for
kids, a spinning demonstration and more! Although this tour is
geared for non-farmers, everyone is welcome so pack up the kids
and a picnic lunch and join us for an enjoyable afternoon.
These tours are sponsored by the Nebraska Sustainable Agricul-
ture Society, the UNL Center for Sustainable Agricultural Systems,
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
and the Haymarket Farmers’ Market. For more information, contact
the Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society (402) 254-2289.(SCB)
Grasshoppers: It's deja
vu, all over again!
Grasshoppers caused significant
damage to crops, gardens and
landscape plants in rural areas of
Lancaster County last summer.
Acreage owners, in particular,
have already noticed large
numbers of immature grasshop-
pers in pastures, grassy areas,
field margins and ditches.
Grasshoppers have a wide host
range and damage many field
and garden crops. They tear leaf
tissue and leave large jagged
holes in leaves.
Grasshoppers are easiest to
control with insecticide sprays
when they are small and con-
fined to grassy/weedy areas, but
now they are past the time when
insecticides will work readily.
Last fall, many people
reported to the Extension Office
that grasshoppers chewed fresh
paint off houses and holes in
nylon window and door screens.
Unfortunately, these unusual
types of feeding damage are not
easy to prevent. (BPO)
Barb Ogg
Extension Educator
Living on a few acres in a
country setting is a new lifestyle
for many. You will be coexisting
with new neighbors whose
lifestyle and values may differ
from yours. Some will be
longtime farmers, perhaps
established for several genera-
tions, whose livelihood is based
on production of crops and
livestock. At times you may be
surrounded by strange farm
equipment, noises and odors. To
a newcomer this may be alarm-
ing; to others it may be a
rewarding learning opportunity.
Experiencing the changing
seasons with spring planting of
crops, cattle grazing on green
pastures and large
machines harvesting mature
crops can truly be something to
behold. Take
time to learn
about
production
agriculture
and what
is required
for our
nation’s
food and
fiber
system.
Try to
under-
stand
why a
farmer must operate
his tractor at night and the
management practices used for
the production of food.
Knowing your responsibilities
A special place in the
country is often a
long-awaited dream. For many it
communicates freedom, open
space, clean air and unique
opportunities to enjoy hobbies,
nature and quiet living at its best.
Making this a reality not only
requires a major financial
investment, but also careful
planning and assessment of the
existing property or new homes-
ite under consideration.
Assume personal
responsibility...time spent on
early problem solving and
decision making can prevent
costly mistakes and unhappi-
ness.
• Acquaint yourself with the
community land use plans and
vision for the area; determine
how they will fit your goals of
land ownership and place to
live.
• Consider zoning, future traffic
patterns, impact of lighting
from future developments (air,
light and noise pollution) and
other situations that may be
detrimental to you.
• Consider natural environmen-
tally sensitive areas which
encompass land and water
masses that will require
continued on page 11
A place in the country
1 Rural properties can be subject to zoning and permit
requirements.
True False
2 Water, sewage disposal and accessibility to the property are
three key factors in selecting a homesite.
True False
3 An Attorney at Law should always be used to represent your
interest when entering into purchase agreements.
True False
4 Maintaining quality of life in a rural setting requires mutual
understanding, respect for others, and practiced citizenship.
True False
5 Assuming personal responsibility, becoming informed and
utilizing available resources will prevent many costly mis-
takes.
True False
6 It is important for acreage owners  to acknowledge a farmers
“right to farm” in an agricultural setting and coexist without
conflict.
True False
If you answer false to any of the above questions it is suggested
that you contact the Lancaster County Extension office for more
information.
Quiz
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Food &
Fitness
Focus
on Food
FREE FoodTalk e-mail
newsletter
Subscribe by e-mailing:
TO:  listserv@unlvm.unl.edu
SUBJECT:  (leave blank)
MESSAGE:  subscribe foodtalk
Nutrition and Food
Safety Web Site
Visit our internet web site at:
http//ianrwww.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/family/safety.htm to
learn about programs, publica-
tions and links to other sites.
NUFACTS
NUFACTS offers fast, conve-
nient, accessible information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week .
In the Lincoln area call 441-
7188; for the rest of Nebraska
call 1-800-832-5441. When
directed, enter the 3-digit number
of the message you wish to hear.
356 Safe Vinegars for Pickling
363 Making Jam and Jelly from
Frozen Fruit
365 Making Freezer Jam
and many more...
YOUR
information
center...
around the
clock
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT
Extension Educator
Here’s a savory bread machine recipe from the Nebraska Wheat
Board that’s as good to eat as it’s quick to make! For more wheat
recipes and nutrition information about wheat products, contact the
Wheat Board at 471-2358.
Bread Machine Herb Bread
(1-pound loaf, 16 servings)
1 teaspoon fast-rising yeast, OR 2 teaspoons active dry yeast
2 cups bread flour
1 tablespoon dry milk powder
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon dried chives
1 teaspoon marjoram
1 teaspoon thyme
1 teaspoon basil
1 tablespoon margarine or butter
7/8 cup water (77 - 95 degrees F)
Place all ingredients in the bread machine in the order suggested
in your operator’s manual.  (If using fresh herbs, double the amount
called for.) Select the white bread mode; press start.  This recipe can
be made with regular, rapid, or delayed-time bake cycles.
Nutrient analysis: One serving provides: 64 calories, 2 g protein,
12 g carbohydrates, 1 g dietary fiber, 1 g fat, 0 mg cholesterol, 31
mg potassium and 145 mg sodium.
(Recipe tested on a Panasonic bread machine.) (AH)
Healthy  Eating
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT
Extension Educator
Q: How can you tell if baking soda is still good to use in baking?
A: Baking soda does not maintain its leavening capabilities forever.
To test to see if it is still good, here’s a tip from Carolyn Lackey,
University of North Carolina Cooperative Extension. Place 1-1/2
teaspoons of baking soda in a small bowl. Add 1 tablespoon vinegar.
If it fizzes vigorously, then it will still help leaven a product. If it
doesn’t fizz, use it as an odor catcher in the refrigerator or to freshen
the sink drain.
Q: I keep a lot of food in the freezer and worry about power
failure when we leave on vacation. Is there any way I can tell if
food has thawed and refrozen and might be unsafe to eat.
A: A friend shared this tip with me:  Keep a tightly closed plastic
bag with a few ice cubes in the freezer. If the cubes are melted when
you return, you’ll know if you’ve had a major power stoppage when
you were gone. (AH)
Should you sterilize canning jars?
It depends on the length and type
of canning procedure used.
Follow these home canning
guidelines from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture when
cleaning jars.
Before every use, wash
empty jars in hot water with
detergent and rinse well by hand,
or wash in a dishwasher.
Unrinsed detergents may cause
unnatural flavors and colors.
These washing methods do not
sterilize jars.
Scale or hard-water films on
jars are easily removed by
soaking jars several hours in a
solution containing 1 cup of
vinegar (5 percent acidity) per
gallon of water.
All jams, jellies, and
pickled products processed less
than 10 minutes should be
filled into sterile empty jars. To
sterilize empty jars, put them
right side up on the rack in a
boiling-water canner. Fill the
canner and jars with hot (not
boiling) water to 1 inch above
the tops of the jars. Boil 10
minutes at altitudes of less than
1,000 ft. At higher elevations,
boil 1 additional minute for each
additional 1,000 feet elevation
(Lancaster County’s altitude
ranges from 1,200 - 1,700 feet
above sea level, so boil for 11
minutes).
Remove and drain hot
sterilized jars one at a time. Save
the hot water for processing filled
jars. Fill jars with food, add lids,
and tighten screw bands.
Empty jars used for
vegetables, meats, and fruits to
be processed in a pressure
canner need not be pre-
sterilized. It is also unneces-
sary to pre-sterilize jars for
fruits, tomatoes, and pickled or
fermented foods that will be
processed 10 minutes or longer
in a boiling-water canner.
For more information about
canning, check in the “Informa-
tion Center” box for NUFACTS
messages on this topic. (AH)
“Don't Get Bugged by
a Foodborne Illness”
While the American food supply is among the safest in the world,
there are still millions of Americans stricken by illness by the food
they consume, and some 9,000 a year — mostly the very young and
elderly — die as a result. (Source: “Food Safety From Farm to Table
— a National Food-Safety Initiative,” May, 1997.)
If you’d like to be trained to present a 30 - 45 minute food safety
program to your group, call Alice Henneman (441-7180).  We’ll
provide you materials and personalized training on “Don’t Get
Bugged by a Foodborne Illness.”  “Don’t Get Bugged” is a  national
award-winning game developed by Alice Henneman, Lancaster
Extension office.  It’s fun, easy and used by over 1,000 educators
nationwide. Please call at least six weeks before your program
date. (AH)
Plan a winning diet for
school sports activities
Before serious or recreational
athletes set foot on a track, field,
court or gym when school starts,
they should be fueled with the
right food.
Pre-game meals have both
physical and psychological
impacts and should make
athletes feel comfortable and full
according to Linda Boeckner,
Ph.D., R.D., University of
Nebraska Cooperative Extension
nutrition specialist.  Check these
tips from Boeckner to help the
sports enthusiasts in your family.
• Meals high in carbohydrates
such as bread, cereals and fruits,
and starchy vegetables such as
potatoes, peas and corn can give
athletes that pre-game push.
• Eat a pre-game meal of
about 500 calories three to four
hours before competition to
allow as much digestion as
possible.
• Try a sandwich made with
lean meats, a cooked vegetable,
fruit and skim or low-fat milk.
Adjust the meal to avoid foods
that might cause discomfort.
Bulky foods such as raw fruits and
vegetables, popcorn and legumes
or gas-forming foods from the
cabbage family can cause discom-
fort for some people.
• Experimenting with new
foods before competition is also
discouraged.
• High-sugar foods such as
candy bars before competition
can actually harm the athlete. A
quick supply of sugar releases
too much insulin into the blood,
clearing the glucose and leaving
the athlete tired and sluggish.
Simple sugars found in candy,
colas, fruit juices and other
carbohydrate-rich beverages can
be more helpful right after
competition when the body is
reloading its nutrient supply.
• For any competition,
replace the water lost through
physical activity. Weigh before
and after exercise. Drink two
cups of water for every pound
lost. Sipping small amounts of
water throughout the event can
keep the body going.  (AH)
Source: Nutrition Education Program, Iowa State University
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Fair 
County Fair Highlights 
(see complete Fair Schedule on the back of this insert) 
Saturday, July 26 Friday, August 1 
Open Class Horse Show (East Arena) ........................... all day Health Awareness Day (Ag HaJJ) .................... 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Sunday, July 27 
4-H Style Revue (Coliseum) ........................................... 7 p.m. 
Cattle Team Penning (East Arena) ................................. all day Saturday, August 2 
4-H Dog Agility Show (East Arena) ................................ 8 a.m. 
Monday, July 28 
4-H Horse Show (East Arena) ........................................ all day 
Petting Zoo (Near Farmland Building) ............................ 9 a.m. 
Families First Day Activities (Ag Hall) ............... 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Tuesday, July 29 Big Wheel Race (Ag Hall) ............................................. 11 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show (East Arena) ........................................ all day Pedal Tractor Pull (Ag Hall) ............................................ 2 p.m. 
Micro/Mini Tractor Pull (Dempster Building) ................... 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, July 30 Ice Cream Social (Youth Complex) ........................ 5:30-7 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show (East Arena) ........................................ 8 a.m. Family Barbecue (Youth Complex) ........................ 5:30-7 p.m. 
Carnival Opens .......................................................... evenings Farm Family Awards (East Arena) ............................ 6:30 p.m. 
Rodeo (Grandstand) ...................................................... 8 p.m. Hay Hauling Contest (East Arena) ................................. 7 p.m. 
Rodeo Dance (the Rumbles) .......................................... 9 p.m. 
Sunday, August 3 . 
Thursday, July 31 Miniature Horse Show (Coliseum) ................................. 8 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show (location tba) ....................................... 8 a.m. 4-H Celebration/Achievement & Leadership 
4-H Household Pets Show (Farmland Building) ............ 11 a.m. Recognition (East Arena) .................................. 1-2:30 p.m. 
Watermelon Feed (Youth Complex) ............................ 5-6 p.m. Entertainment (Karen Breiner) .................................. 2:30 p.m. 
Town Hall Meeting with Lancaster County State Senators Garden Tractor Pull (East Arena) ................................... 7 p.m. 
(Farmland Building) .................................................. 7 p.m. 
Carnival ....................................................... afternoon, evening 
Rodeo (Grandstand) ................................................. 7:30 p.m. 
Rodeo Dance (the Rumbles) .......................................... 9 p.m. 
(flair time is Family time)} 
, ,~ . ] 
Lancaster 
County 
July 30 8·31· 
8:00 p.m. 
State Fair Park Grandstand 
Rodeo Dance 
199 7 
HEALTH 
AWARENESS DAY 
. Friday, August 1 
9 a.m. -4:30p.m. 
Agrjcultnral HaU 
State Fair Park 
, 
Sponsored by the Lancaster Cou~ty Association 
for Family and Community Education 
Activities for adults & children 
'-No admissionfee-
2 nights! 
Wed., July 30 & 
Thurs., July 31 
9:00p.m. 
State Fair Park 
Grandstand 
EXHIBITORS & AGENCIES 
LincolnILancaster County 
Health Department 
St. Elizabeth Bum Center 
American Heart Association 
Operation Lifesaver 
Alzheimer's Association 
March of Dimes 
D.A.R.E. - Lancaster County 
Sheriff Department. 
L.I.F.E. Office 
and many more! ' 
4 .. H Horse Show 
Monday, July 28 
. through 
Thursday, July 31 
East Arena 
, : r; . 
(see schedule on back page fortimes) , 
4-H Rabbit Show 
Thursday, July 31 
through, 
Saturday, August 2 . 
Lancaster Building Tent 
(see schedule on back page for times) 
~-H Poultry 
& Pigeon Show · 
Thursday, 
July 31 
Lancaster Building 
(see schedule on back page for times) 
4-H 
Household 
Pets Show 
r------------i, 
: Thursday,:: 
" I JulY3I ,I 
•• :00 a.m.: 
L ___________ .J 
Fanaland BuD ...... 
Karen · Breiner 
• 
appearing 
Sunday,Au'gust 3 
2:30 p.m. 
Don't miss this two-time 
Grand Ole Opry performer! 
Thursday, July 31 
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
Youth Complex • State Fair Park 
,lc;e Gream, . '.
'''~~''''''c5oc ~al 
Saturday, August 2 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. 
$.75 
Youth Complex. State Fair Park 
Saturday,:August 2 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 
$3.00 
Youth Complex • State Fair Park 
Keeping Families First 
Event 
at the 
L~ncaster County Fair 
Saturday, August 2 -10 a.pt. - 4 p.m .. 
""~':;?StateFair Pa,rk ·. Ag Hall 
-free, to the public-
Live entertainment, plus many family-fun activities sponsored and hosted 
by a variety of local community organizations and businesses makes this a 
celebration for the entire family to enjoy! 
• Lincoln/Lancaster County 
Health Dept. 
• Lincoln Area Agency on Aging 
• . Homestead Girl Scout Council . 
• Respite Network 
• Family Service 
• State Farm Insurance 
• Children's Museum 
• Russ's Market 
• Lincoln Police Dept. 
• and many more .... 
-4-H .. 
. ·'-'e#e\irotion. ~ .. . 
to recognize 4-H youth and leaders 
Sunday, August 3 • 1 :00 p.m.· 
East Arena • State Fair Park 
LANCASTER COUNTY FAIR MAP 
STATE FAIR PARK • LINCOLN, NE 
PARKlNGIRESTROOMS 
A Exhibitor parking (no trailers) 
8 Staff parking 
C General parking 
D Campers & RV's 
E Livestock trailers 
F Horse Trailers 
RR~ms 
EXlUBmON AREAS! 
FOOD/OFFICES 
1 . GrandstandIDances 
1 Demonstration Roomsf 
4-H Horticulture 
3 4-H Youth Offices 
4 Bam 10 
5 Dempster Building 
6 Carnival 
7 Beef Pit 
8 Agriculture Hall 
9 Swine 
10 Sheep 
. 11 Goats 
12 Home Ec/Engineering/ 
Cloverbuds (2nd floor) 
13 Open Class Exhibits (lst floor) 
14 Snack Shack 
IS . Livestock Office 
16 ConcessionsNendors 
17 Bicycle Safety Contest 
18 Llamas 
, 19 Beef 
20 Dairy Office 
1I Fannland Building 
n Open Class Office 
13 PoultrylPigeonslRabbits 
24 Longhorns 
15 4-H Rock Cafe 
16 Coliseum 
1 
1 
L _______ _ 
1 
1 
L ___ _ 
1---------
I 
1997 Lancaster County Fair Schedule 
Saturday, July 26 4-H Horse Show-Horse and Pony Halter Open Class Rabbit Show 
Open Class Horse Show (location tba) .............................................. 11 a.m. (Lancaster Building) ..................................... 8 a.m. 
(East Arena) ................................................. 8 a.m. VIP Luncheon .................................................... noon 4-H Demonstrations 
4-H Shooting Sports Trapshooting Contest· 4-H Dairy Cattle Judging Contest (Demo Complex C & D) .......................... 8:30 a.m. 
(Lincoln Trap & Skeet Range (North Barn) ................................................. 2 p.m. Exhibits Open .................................................. 9 a.m. 
4855 N 48th Street) ................................... 11 a.m. 4-H Dog Show (4-H Building Arena) .............. .4 p.m. Petting Zoo (near Farmland Building) ............. 9 a.m. 
4-H Sheep Show (North Arena) ..................... .4 p.m. 4-H Cat Show and Quiz Bowl 
Sunday, July 27 4-H Poultry Show (Lancaster Building) .......... .4 p.m. (Farmland Building) ...................................... 9 a.m. 
Cattle Team Penning (East Arena) ................. 11 a.m. Watermelon Feed (Youth Complex) .. ...... .r .. 5-6 p.m. Bicycle Safety Rodeo 
4-H Llama Show (East Arena) ........................ 6 p.m. (South of 4-H Building) ........ .................... 9-11 a.m. 
Monday, July 28 
4-H Horse Show-Dressage 
(East Arena) ............................................ 7:30 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Horse Judging Contest 
(East Arena) ............................................ 1 :30 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Show-Pet Class & Breeder's Choice 
(Lancaster Building Tent) ............................. 7 p.m. 
Town Hall Meeting with Lancaster County State 
Senators (Farmland Building) .. : ................... 7 p.m. 
Carnival ....................................... afternoon, evening 
Families First Day Activities 
(Ag Hall) ......................................... 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Open Class Dog Agility Show 
(East Arena) ............................................... 10 a.m. 
Big Wheel Race (Ag Hall) ............................. 11 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Hunter Hack Rodeo (Grandstand) ....................... : .......... 7:30 p.m. Cloverbuds Show & Tell (Ag Hall) ................... 1 p.m. 
(East Arena) ................................................ .4 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Hunter/Jumper 
(East Arena) ................................................. 6 p.m. 
Tuesday, July 29 
4-H Horse Show-Hunt Seat/Saddle Seat 
Showmanship (East Arena) ....................... ~. 8 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show-English Pleasure/English 
Equitation (East Arena) ........................... 9:30 a.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Working Pleasure 
(East Arena) ............................................ 3:30 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Special Interest Activities 
(East Arena) Special Needs, Horsemanship 
Pairs, Drill Team, Bareback Equitation ......... 6 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Horse Trail Class 
Rodeo Dance (the Rumbles) ............................ 9 p.m. 
Exhibits Close ................................................. 9 p.m. 
Stilt Walkers, Clowns & Racing Pigs 
.................................. ........... throughout afternoon 
Friday, August 1 
Livestock Exhibitor's Breakfast 
(Demo Mall) ........................................ 6:30-8 a.m. 
4-H Rabbit Show-Doe & Litter, Market, Breed, 
Fur (Lancaster Building Tent) ... .................... 8 a.m. 
4-H Dairy Goat Show (4-H Arena) .................. 8 a.m. 
4-H Beef Show (West End of East Arena) ...... 8 a.m. 
4-H Dairy Cattle Show 
(East End of East Arena) ........................ 8:30 a.m. 
Turkey BBQ, Chicken BBQ, Beef Ambassador & 
Egg Preparation Contests 
(Demo Complex C & DJ ............................... 1 p.m. 
Pedal Tractor Pull (Ag Hall) ............................. 2 p.m . 
Open Class Swine Live Jackpot Barrow Show 
(North Arena) ............. : ................................. 2 p.m. 
4-H Livestock Judging Contest 
(North Arena) ............................................... 3 p.m. 
Micro/Mini Tractor Pull 
(Dempster Building) .................................... .4 p.m. 
Ice Cream Social (Youth Complex) ........ 5:30-7 p.m. 
Family Barbecue (Youth Complex) ........ 5:30-7 p.m. 
Farm Family Awards (East Arena) ............. 6:30 p.m. 
Hay Hauling Contest (East Arena) .................. 7 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Show Awards 
(East Arena) ................................................. 7 p .. m. Exhibits Open .................................................. 9 a.m. (Lancaster Building Tent) ............................. 7 p.m. 
Health Awareness Day (Ag Hall) .... 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Exhibits Close ... ; ............................................. 9 p.m. 
Wednesday, July 30 
4-H Horse Show-Western Pleasure/Western 
4-H Rabbit Showmanship 
(Lancaster Building Judging Area) ............... 1 p.m. 
Stilt Walkers, Clowns & Racing Pigs 
.. ........................................... throughout afternoon 
Horsemanship (East Arena) ......................... 8 a.m. 4-H Angora Goat Show (4-H Arena) ............ : .. 1 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Reining (East Arena) ......... 2 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Western Riding 
(East Arena) ........................ , ....................... .4 p.m. 
4-H Horse Show-Horse Game Classes 
(East Arena) ................................................. 6 p.m. 
Carnival Open~ .......................................... evenings 
Rodeo (Grandstand) ....................................... 8 p.m. 
Rodeo Dance (the Rumbles); .......................... 9 p.m. 
Open Class Dairy Cattle Show 
(East End of East Arena) ............................. 1 p.m. 
Open Class Beef Show 
(West End of East Arena) ....................... 1 :30 p.m. 
4-H Goat Quiz Bowl (Demo Complex C) ......... 4 p.m. 
4-H Dog Quiz Bowl (Demo Complex C) .......... 6 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit Show-Specialty Classes & Dress-up 
(Lancaster Building Tent) ............................. 6 p.m. 
4-H Bucket Calf Show (4-H Arena) ................. 7 p.m. 
Sunday, August 3 
Open Class Angora Goat Check-In 
(North Barn) ................................................. 8 a.m. 
Miniature Horse Show (Coliseum) .................. 8 a.m. 
Exhibits Open .................................................. 9 a.m. 
Open Class Dog Obedience Show 
(East Arena) .................................................. 9 a.m. 
Open Class Angora Goat Show 
(North Arena) .......................................... 9:30 a.m. 
Thursday, July 31 
4-H Horse Show-Western Showmanship/ 
Groom & Care (location tba) ........................ 8 a.m. 
4-H Table Setting Contest (Ag Hall) ........... 8:30 a.m. 
4-H Style Revue (Coliseum) ............................ 7 p.m. 
Exhibits Close ................................................. 9 p.m. 
Stilt Walkers, Clowns & Racing Pigs 
.. ........................................... throughout afternoon 
Open Class Sheep Show (North Arena) ........... noon 
4-H Celebration/Achievement & Leadership 
Recognition (East Arena) .................... 1-2:30 p.m. 
Entertainment (Karen Breiner) ................... 2:30 p.m. 
4-H Pigeon Judging (Lancaster Building) ... 9:30 a.m. 
Open Class Pigeon Judging 
(Lancaster Building) ................................ 9:30 a.m. 
Open Class Poultry Judging 
(Lancaster Building) ................................... 10a.m. 
Exhibits Open ................................................ 10 a.m. 
Saturday, August 2 
4-H Rabbit Show-Judging & Quiz Bowl 
(Lancaster Building Judging Area) ............... 8 a.m. 
Open Class Dairy Goat Show (4-H Arena) ..... 8 a.m. 
4-H Dog Agility Show (East Arena) ................. 8 a.m. 
Exhibits Close ................................................. 4 p.m. 
All 4-H & Open Class Entries Released ...... 4-6 p.m. 
Garden Tractor Pull (East Aft~na) .................... 7 p.m. 
Racing Pigs (Dempster Building) .............. afternoon 
Carnival Closes ..................................... late evening 
4-H Household Pets Show 4-H/FFA Swine Show (North Arena) ............... 8 a.m. 
(Farmland Building) .................................... 11 a.m. 
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Alice's Analysis FamilyLiving
by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
H
O
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EH
OLD HIN
T
S
Alice Doane
FCE Council Chair
continued on page 11
Sunday
evening, June
29—Yes,
summer is here
with the
temperature in
the 90’s. The past week there
was rain to the north and rain to
the south, east and west. We got
three inches but it came in three
different nights. Today, there is
rain to the east, west, north and
south but not here.
Yesterday, Ted and I at-
tended a 50th wedding anniver-
sary for some friends. One of the
daughters lives in Curtis and she
had finished some work on the
outside of her house, then the
first of this week they had a
storm. It looks like she is going
to have it done over again. I
don’t want that kind of storm
here. We just finished shingling
our house and hope it lasts
another 30 years. However, I
know we must take the kind of
weather which is given to us.
One day a friend said he
really enjoyed reading my AA
column, but what does FCE
really mean? Well I’m sorry I
haven’t been using the full title
enough. The correct name is
Family and Community Educa-
tion Club. The next question
was, “What does your group
do?” My answer was, “Did your
mother and grandmother belong
to a home demonstration or an
Extension homemaker or a home
Extension club?” His answer was
“Oh, yes.”  This is the same club
but with different names over the
years. His next question was
“What do they do?” The answer
was “The same thing they did
back then but within the needs of
the times.” Improve the commu-
nity with goodwill and deeds.
Now for what Lancaster
County FCE is doing. June 23,
we had a Council meeting with
Lynne Camp talking on “Habitat
for Humanity.” Lincoln has been
in the program for 9_ years. They
are now working on their 23rd,
24th and 25th homes. Ladies are
building two of the homes this
summer. Every family who has
moved into a home is still there.
They have not lost any of the
owners of the Habitant homes.
Now this year they hope to
complete seven homes. Next year
they hope to complete 10, to
signify their 10th anniversary.
The ladies are building homes
next to each other so when they
finish one phase, they will just
move to the other one before
they forget how they did the first
one.
Helen McMahon reported on
the Health Awareness and Safety
booths to be set up at the
Lancaster County Fair. The date
is August 1. Those interested
should contact Helen.
The county organization will
host the Northeast District
To prevent greasy looking spots on garments, caused by liquid
fabric softeners, be sure to follow manufacturer’s instructions
and dilute the fabric softener. This can be done by using the
fabric softener dispenser on the washer or by manually diluting
the softener before adding it to the wash load.
These spots are caused when undiluted fabric softener
comes in contact with fabric and will not harm the fabric. They
can be removed by dampening the fabric then rubbing the spots
with hand-washing soap.  Rewash the fabric in the usual
manner. (LB)
Family and Community Education (FCE) Club reorga-
nization packets will be ready for club presidents to
pick up about August 15 at the Extension Office. It is
time to look forward and plan an exciting and educa-
tional year for FCE. If you have questions, call Lorene
or Pam at 441-7180. (LB)
Character Counts! Citizenship
In the U.S., young adults age 18
to 30 are far less likely to read
newspapers than young people a
generation ago, and they watch
less news on television. Conse-
quently, they are less able to
identify critical issues and
events, as reported by the Times
Mirror Center for The People
and The Press. Translated, this
probably means that they are less
likely to become actively
involved in public issues.
Yet, we can find examples to
the contrary. As Washington Post
Columnist David Broder ob-
serves, “not all youths are tuning
out on participation.” He reports
that many are involved in school
and community service projects,
voter registration, and food
drives.
So, it appears that youth
either go the way of citizen
apathy, or they take the more
preferred path—that of citizen
participation. What makes the
difference?
Parents, educators, and
community leaders can help
young people engage with the
world by providing group
settings where young people can
actively hear and discuss societal
issues and problems.
Youth can be encouraged to
document community needs and
organize, express concern, and
take action on identified issues.
A needs assessment can provide
the means to clearly express
concerns and create an impetus
for influencing decision making.
One example is the SEARCH
Institute Survey that examines
youth risk behaviors to alert and
inform citizens. Other communi-
ties have asked young people to
document the need for school-
age child care or teen recre-
ational facilities. Locally
collected data provide an
excellent opportunity for young
people to interact with key
influential people in the commu-
nity.
Paul Martin DuBois of the
Center for Living Democracy
terms citizenship skills “the arts
of democracy” and urges citizens
to relearn them. First, people of
all ages need to know how
citizens can and should partici-
pate in our democracy. Second,
citizens need to create organiza-
tions for working out problems,
focusing on solutions and
bringing about change. Third,
citizens need to continually
initiate contact and actively
respond to public officials.
Fourth, citizens must vote for
what is best for the community
as a whole, and not their own
self-interest. Fifth, citizens must
revive community spirit where
all of us do our part and don’t
expect government to do it all.
Source:   Ups & Downs of
Parenting Adolescents, July
1997. (LJ)
Make a pledge
Bring your family, friends,
neighbors or anyone else
interested in having fun to the
Keeping Families First Day at
the county fair. Come prepared
to make a pledge and be part of
the exciting state-wide effort to
put families at the center of our
communities. Drawings for
prizes, great family activities,
entertainment, an international
flavor and many surprises makes
this a don’t miss FAMILY event.
When? Saturday, August 2
Where? Ag Hall, State Fair
Park
Time? 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Some ideas for pledges:
As Parents we pledge to Keep
Our Family First by:
• Having a family fun time
once a week.
• Practicing the values you
would like to pass on to your
child.
• Turning off the TV to do a
family project.
As Grandparents we pledge to
Keep Families First by:
• Making a family tree or
scrapbook.
• Volunteering to be a room
parent, assisting in the school
library, serving as a tutor, or
listening to children read at
school.
As Teens or Youth Organizations
we pledge to Keep Families First
by:
• Planning a community
improvement project that
involves multiple age groups.
• Initiating communication
with parents and adults.
• Sponsoring a family night.
As Families with Older Adults we
pledge to Keep Families First by:
• Inviting other seniors over
for visits.
• Setting aside time for
regular visits with family.
• Sharing special occasions
with others.
As a Couple we pledge to Keep
Families First by:
• Setting aside time each day
to exchange thoughts and
dreams.
continued on page 12
Keeping kids safe
A national survey recently released by the National SAFE KIDS
Campaign indicates that many American parents do not know or do
not practice basic child safety precautions. The survey found that
while many parents possess some basic safety gear, they still lag
behind in critical areas.
The survey found that often day-to-day reality just does not live
up to best intentions thus forming a habit gap. For example, while
only 18% of parents say they consistently practice a fire escape
route with their children, almost half of parents (48% believe they
should, but do not consistently practice such a route. While 27% of
parents have a carbon monoxide detector, another 38% believe they
should have one but do not own one. In addition, while 56% of
parents of 5 to 14 year olds don’t always ensure their child wears
proper safety gear when in-line skating, almost one in four of these
parents (24%) say their children aren’t wearing safety gear when
skating but should.
The survey also found that parents often don’t understand the
importance of safety procedures for their child—a knowledge gap.
For example, more than three out of four parents (77%) mistakenly
identified grass as a safe playground surface and less than half of
parents (45%) have syrup of ipecac in case their child ingests a
poisonous substance. Less than half of parents (48%) always have
their child ride in the back seat of the car. And for the most-at-risk
children, those ages four and under, only one in three parents (31%)
have window guards to prevent falls and less than one in five parents
(19%) have choke tubes to determine if an item is a choking hazard.
Unintentional injury is the leading killer of children ages 14 and
under. Close the knowledge and habit gaps in your family. Translate
concern for safety into action. Do not get caught in unsafe habit
gaps.
Information taken from National SAFE KIDS Week news
release. (LJ)
GRG: Grandparents
Raising Grandchildren
GRG is an educational and ongoing support group for grandparents
who have become the primary caregivers for a grandchild.
When you think about the importance of childhood, and how
much is at stake in the fundamental human act of raising a child
from helpless infancy to successful adulthood, you begin to realize
what an enormous challenge it is. Grandparents who are raising their
children’s children know this all too well. Grandparents across the
country, regardless of income, background, or race, are assuming
this responsibility. They did not expect to be parents again.
Contributing factors to the phenomenon are:
• Drug and alcohol abuse
• Emotional instability
• Teenage pregnancy
continued on page 11
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Œ Color-Link takes the picture...the exhibitor chooses the rest!
At the 1997 Lancaster County Fair, preselected sites will be
available for all 4-H and open class exhibitors to have a picture
taken capturing their special moment. For $12 per sheet,
exhibitors may choose various sizes from 8" x 10", 5" x 7",
3-1/2” x 5" and wallet-sized colored prints. Representatives from
Color-Link will be available Monday, July 28-Sunday, August 3.
(CB)
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4-H & Youth Kudos Corner
Congratulations to the Happy Go Lucky 4-H
Club on winning a $1,000 NIFA grant to
participate at the American Royal. Ron
Dowding, club leader, submitted the grant
which was available to 4-H clubs for educa-
tional activities. Only 25 clubs in Nebraska
received this award. Congratulations on a job
well done. (LB)
Brett Jurgens, 4-H member from Waverly, was
chosen to be a member of the 4-H Action
Team. The Action Team promotes 4-H
throughout the state. Congratulations Brett!
(LB)
Thanks to the following families for hosting
Japanese exchange students this summer. (LB)
• Klaus and Gisela Hartman - Kohei Noda
• Ron & Kathy Guiducci-Ferry - Hajime Aoe
• Duane and Linda Uithoven - Naoki Kato
• Mike and Kay Jurgens - Rumi Miyazono
• Kelly and Chris Baker - Kazuki Kondo
• Gary and Marty Sehn - Harumi Takura
The Lancaster County 4-H Jr. High
Trapshooting Team were winners in the State
High School Trapshoot in Doniphan,
Nebraska. Dan Blackwell serves as the 4-H
Trapshooting leader. Rear from left: David
Staley, Josh Gesch, Nathan Buhrman. Front
from left: Eric Timperley, Vernon Blackwell.
Eric Timperley took 1st place High Jr. Male.
Vernon Blackwell took 2nd place 4-H Jr.
Male. Josh Gesch won 3rd place 4-H Jr. Male.
(LB)
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Lancaster County
4-H Cloverbuds
has name change
The University of Nebraska State 4-H Office has selected 4-H
Clover Kids to identify any Nebraska 4-H program for youth
ages 5-8. Materials being developed by the State 4-H Office,
including certificates and stickers, use the 4-H Clover Kids
name and logo. For this reason, Lancaster County will
gradually begin substituting 4-H Clover Kids for 4-H
Cloverbuds. (SE)
4-H Clover Kids “Speak”
4-H youth, ages 5-8, have an opportunity to learn about public
speaking at the Lancaster County Fair. A fun, educational workshop
will provide 4-H Clover Kids an opportunity to create a PSA (public
service announcement) or informative speech. Later, youth may
choose to actually see how it sounds recorded or live, on a micro-
phone (cool!). An adult partner or an older teen partner is strongly
encouraged to join in the fun with their 4-H Clover Kid. This
workshop will be Saturday, August 2, in Ag Hall. Workshops are
approximately 20 minutes long and will be held throughout the
afternoon (1-4 p.m.). Call 441-7180 by July 29 to register. The
workshop is free and limited to 10 youth with their adult/teen
partners. (SE)
Animal exhibitors
All sheep, swine, rabbits, Angora goats and poultry must be in place,
at State Fair Park, Wednesday, July 30, 4-8 p.m.
All other animals must be in place Thursday, July 31 by 11:00
a.m. (DL)
Take time at the Lancaster County Fair to
vote for the 1998 4-H Council.
Ballots will be available at the 4-H Office,
State Fair Park and at the information
booth, 2nd floor of the 4-H Building.
We need your vote! (LB)
Livestock exhibitors are invited to a breakfast Friday, August 1 ,
6:30-8:00 a.m. at the Rock Cafe in the Demo Mall at State Fair Park.
This is to say thank you to these exhibitors and leaders for exhibiting
and staying with their animals at the county fair. Thanks to the
following sponsors: AGP Grain Co-op, Bentzinger Grain and
Equipment, Firth Co-op, Greenwood Farmers Co-op, Waverly Co-op
and Gooches. (LB)
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4-H & YouthAk-Sar-Ben
Livestock entries for Ak-Sar-Ben are due into the Exten-
sion office by August 4. After that date no more will be
accepted. All 4-H members exhibiting at Ak-Sar-Ben
must be 10 years old by January 1, 1997. A 4-H member
is allowed to show up to 2 Market Beef or Breeding
Heifers, 2 Feeder Calves, 3 Market Swine, 3 Market
Lambs and 3 Dairy Cattle. If you are interested in
showing, please pick up livestock entry forms at the
Extension office or find Deanna at the fair. (DL)
4-H Livestock Exposition
September 23-29, 1997
Come on down!
See the greatest cats
in Lancaster County at
the 4-H Cat Show
Saturday, August 2 • 9:00 a.m.
in the Farmland Building
Visit exhibitors while they show their cats
and answer questions about the care of
their pets.  (ALH)
Snakes and birds
and mice, oh my!
See your favorite pet at
the 4-H Household Pets Show
Thursday, July 31 • 11:00 a.m.
in the Farmland Building.
Pets come in all shapes and sizes. Learn
what housing needs, health concerns and
foods these pets require. (ALH)
Nebraska Livestock Judging
Classic
If you are planning to be on the
Lancaster County 4-H Judging
Team, you are encouraged to
attend this one day judging
classic. The
Nebraska Livestock Judging
Classic is Saturday, August 16 at
the Buffalo County Expo Center
in Kearney. During the days
activities you will judge eight
classes, 2 swine, 2 beef
and 2 sheep,
discuss oral
reasons and
discuss the
classes. A
highlight of
the
evening
will be
an
awards
banquet
in
which
$2000 in prizes will be awarded
to Individual & Team, Junior and
Senior Division participants.
Awards will be given to the top 5
per species, top 5 per oral
reasons and top 5 overall. If you
are interested in attending, call
Deanna at 441-6768. You need to
be pre-registered by August 11,
so please call as soon as possible
so we don’t miss the deadline. If
we have enough people inter-
ested, Deanna will serve as
judging coach and transport
everyone to and from the contest.
A $7 fee will need to be sent in
with the registration to cover
dinner and banquet costs. Parents
are encouraged to attend. (DL)
North Central Regional 4-H
Volunteer Forum scheduled
November 13-16
Youth serving volunteers from
the U.S. and Canada will share
their knowledge and resources at
the 1997 North Central Regional
4-H Volunteer Forum, November
13 through 16 in Omaha,
Nebraska.
All 4-H volunteers/leaders
are invited to participate in the
annual forum, hosted this year
by Nebraska volunteers and
University of Nebraska 4-H
Youth Development.
Speakers at the conference
will help volunteers focus on the
learning styles and life-changing
events in the family.  Speakers
include Cynthia Tobias, founder
and CEO of Apple Street and
president of Learning Styles
Unlimited, Inc. She will conduct
a workshop and speak on helping
volunteers work with different
learning styles. By identifying
and using different learning
styles, we can develop teaching
strategies that will reach and
motivate all kinds of learners.
Ms. Cheyenne Autumn will
speak on relations to life-
changing events that occur
within a family, the question is
asked, “Who’s Going to Tell the
Children?” With humorous
anecdotes inserted, a clear
message will be shared that
children need models more
than they need critics.
Jep Enck, co-
owner of the
Human Resource
Institute. In this
presentation,
participants can
expect a lively
and entertain-
ing explora-
tion.
Participants
will choose from
66 different
workshops, includ-
ing sessions on risk
management, building self-
esteem, building coalitions
with communities, empowering
youth with leadership skills,
finances, special needs, market-
ing 4-H, international and global
education, environmental issues,
computer, aging awareness and
many more.
Educational tours include
visits to the Strategic Air Com-
mand; General Crook House;
Mormon Pioneer Monument;
Arbor Lodge State Historical
Park and Farm; Boys Town;
Desoto National Wildlife
Refuge; Western Heritage
Museum and Old Market;
Fontanelle Forest and Neale
Woods Nature Center.
The forum full-time registra-
tion fee is $190. Lodging at the
Holiday Inn Convention Center
included in the registration fee
and should be booked directly
with the hotel. Room rates for
this forum are $68 a night and
$84 a night for an upper level
pool side room plus 11.5% state
and local taxes and $2.23 city
occupancy tax. Registration
deadline is August 20, 1997. No
cancellations will be accepted
after September 15, 1997.
Contact Lorene for registra-
tion information. (LB)
Volunteers are needed
and appreciated!
If you are 12 years of age or older, you can help as:
• Fair assistant—help judges and superintendents with exhibits
Tuesday, July 29, 4-8 p.m. or Wednesday, July 30, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Fair Fun Day helper—give tours to daycare groups of the
fairgrounds and activities Friday, August 1.
• Food booth worker—help in the 4-H food booths. Please call
Rosie VerMaas at 792-2517.
Call the Extension office at 441-7180 to sign up. Thanks a
million! (LB)
4-H
Celebration
Come and join the celebration of 4-H youth and
recognition of leaders Sunday, August 3, 1:00 p.m.,
East Arena at State Fair Park.
In the past, 4-H youth have been recognized at
Achievement Night and leaders at the Honors Ban-
quet. County fair provides an excellent opportunity to
showcase youth and the dedication of our leaders. The
following group and individual achievements will be
highlighted at this celebration: 4-H leaders 2, 5, 10, 15
and up; 4-H members completing their 3rd year; 1997
high school graduates; Speech Contest, Music Contest,
Shooting Sports and Judging Team participants.
4-H members and leaders receiving special
recognition will be notified. Watch for more informa-
tion in our County Fair Newsletter that will be pub-
lished periodically during the county fair.
Join us for one big 4-H CELEBRATION! (LB)
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Community
Focus Benefits of family travel
Now available to the public is “Guide to Nebraska’s Wetlands
and their conservation needs” by Ted LaGrange, Wetland Pro-
gram Manager, Nebraska Game and Parks Commission.
The 33 page booklet offers a comprehensive overview of
Nebraska’s wetlands and profiles Nebraska’s regional wetland
complexes. For reference purposes, select plants and animals
that occur in and around wetlands are listed.
The booklet is available (free of charge, while quantities last) at
the Lancaster County Extension Office reception desk. Copies can
also be obtained by contacting Ted LaGrange at 402-471-5436 or
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, P.O. Box 30370, Lincoln,
NE  68503-0370. (GB)
Do you want to escape, re-
charge your batteries, replenish
your soul? Are you determined
to stretch your physical limita-
tions, have an adventure, get
some culture? Is your vacation
a time to visit friends and
relatives?
Vacations and trips—no
matter what time of the year
you take them—can serve more
than one of these
purposes. Deciding what
is most important and
affordable at any par-
ticular point in your life
can be a simple process
or may involve a lot of
negotiation with friends
and other family members. Of
course, we all have our own
idea of what constitutes rest
and relaxation—and whether
white-water rafting is really
the adventure your family is
looking for.
Most working parents see
vacation trips as a time for
family togetherness as well as
recreation and sightseeing.
While traveling with children
may impose some limitations
on your plans, it can also offer
unexpected joys and benefits
for every member of your
family, according to Sanford
and Joan Portnoy in How to
Take Great Trips with Your
Kids (Harvard Common Press).
Travel is educational. The
firsthand experiences children
have when they travel are
wonderful ways to broaden and
enrich their classroom lessons.
Parents as well as children gain
knowledge and understanding
as you explore, listen and learn
together. Even if it’s just to
entertain your kids, you’ll start
noticing birds, flowers, insects,
and foliage you might other-
wise pay less attention to.
Travel stimulates personal
growth. Meeting people and
seeing new places expands
children’s outlook and makes
them aware of others who may
look and sound different from
them. Travel helps kids develop
perspective on their own place in
the larger world and makes them
more curious to learn.
Kids learn practical skills.
Map reading, orienteering,
climbing, and hiking tech-
niques can all be
learned through
travel. Children
also confront
other kinds of
challenges
such as
how
to
commu-
nicate with a French child
while camping at Yellowstone
Park. As they solve these
problems, kids learn “they can
manage in the world around
them and gain a sense of
competence and self-confi-
dence that may last a lifetime.”
Children become goodwill
ambassadors. Children make
friends easily—on a train,
around a motel swimming
pool, just about anywhere.
Other people are more apt to
be helpful to you or strike up a
conversation if you’re traveling
with your family.
Travel brings a family
closer together. When you
think back on your childhood,
what memories of family
excursions and trips stand out
in your mind? Shared adven-
tures engender feelings of
togetherness and a sense of
family cohesiveness.
The Portnoys also offer
these interesting tips you may
not have thought of:
If your children have
permission to use your first name
in an emergency, it’s easier for
them to locate you in a crowd.
“Sarah” or “Sarah Bobrow” is
more likely to get your attention
than one more child’s voice
calling “Mommy.”
Send your child a post-
card from her or his own trip
timed to arrive a few days after
your return. (Having a great
time. Glad you were here...)
This will help relieve any post-
trip let down.
If the weather is
cold, look for motels with
indoor heated pools and
reserve ahead. This adds to the
kids’ pleasure in staying
overnight.
Have one parent act as
the “designated checker” to
scan planes, trains, cabs, or
waiting rooms for dropped
articles as you leave. You can
take turns, but be sure you
know whose job it is.
In addition to asking
about prices and checkout
times, ask to see a hotel or
motel room before you take it.
This is a reasonable request
even in expensive hotels.
If you’re going camping,
bring along extra towels,
plenty of plastic bags for trash
and laundry, a clothesline,
flashlights, air mattresses, and,
if space allows, pillows.
Make a secret tape for the
kids before you leave on a long
car trip. You can sing songs, tell
stories or jokes and ask ques-
tions. When you play it, the kids
will get a kick out of identifying
the voices. End the tape with
instructions to look somewhere
in the car for a special prize.
If you’d like to be invited
back to your friend’s great
house, follow two rules faith-
fully. Do the dishes and leave
before you want to.
Source: Anne Perryman,
author of The Unexpected
Joys and Benefits of Family
Travel (Work & Family Life,
June 1996). (GB)
“Guide to Nebraska’s
Wetlands and their
conservation needs”
Simple pleasures
Grandparents are always looking for ways to a close, meaningful
relationship with their grandchildren. Whether you live next door or
across the country from your grandchildren—with a few minutes, an
hour or a weekend to spend together—Little Things Mean a Lot:
Creating Happy Memories with Your Grandchildren by Susan
Newman will help you take advantage of every chance to connect
with them. Here are some suggestions:
• Pay attention to the names of your grandchild’s friends.
Ask about them often in conversations. Invite them for lunch and
dinner when you can.
• Give your grandchildren pictures of their parents as close to
their ages as possible. Repeat every few years.
• Call solely to speak with your grandchild.
Hang up immediately after the conver-
sation, no matter how brief. Call
another time to speak with his or
her parents.
• Send your grandchild a
poster of his or her favorite musical
group or sports star.
• Request a private perfor-
mance of your grandchild’s public
“appearance” before or after a show
or concert.
• Be understanding. There are
times your grandchildren will prefer
their parents. (GB)
Peace Corps volunteers
needed...the toughest job
you'll ever love
Many countries are in urgent need of agricultural skills and practical
experience. The Peace Corp has been placing volunteers in exciting
and rewarding agriculture positions overseas for more than 36 years.
Presently the Peace Corp needs several hundred people for assign-
ments all over the world.
The Lancaster County Extension Office has brochures and
resource material relating to agriculture volunteer programs in the
Peace Corp. Additional information and questions can also be
answered by phoning 1-800-424-8580 (press 1).
• Specific requirements for each assignment vary; however, you
must be a U.S. citizen; at least 18 years of age (no upper age limit);
and in good general health. For agricultural assignments, individuals
must have one of the following qualifications:
• Education in an agriculture-related field. Specifically, BS
degree in agriculture, economics/agribusiness, agronomy, horticul-
ture, agriculture education or other agriculture discipline.
• A bachelor’s degree and a minimum of 18 months farming
experience.
• A minimum of three years farming experience without a
degree. (GB)
Cross-cultural communication
The face of our country is
changing rapidly. More than
ever, we are a people composed
of all the nations and races of the
earth who have come to our
shores. Unity in diversity has
been a strength of the United
States since its birth.
Diversity also comes with
challenges. Skills in cross-
cultural communication and
interaction can be used to cope
with these challenges. The
Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency has identified such
skills.
Communicate Respect.
Transmit, both verbally and non-
verbally, positive regard, encour-
agement and sincere interest.
Be non-Judgmental. Avoid
value-laden, moralistic and
valuative statements. Listen in
such a way that the other person
can fully share and explain
himself or herself.
Personalize Knowledge
and Perceptions. Recognize the
influence of one’s own values,
perceptions, opinions, and
knowledge on human interaction.
Display Empathy. Try and
understand others from their
point of view. Attempt to put
oneself into another person’s
“shoes”.
Practice Role Flexibility.
Be flexible in the process of
getting things done. Remember
that, in most cases, there is more
than one way of doing some-
thing.
Demonstrate Reciprocal
Concern. Take turns talking and
listening. Practice active listen-
ing skills.
Tolerate Ambiguity. Be
able to cope with cultural
differences. Accept a degree of
frustration. Deal with changed
circumstances and people.
It is not too early to begin
teaching these cross-cultural
communication and interaction
skills to youth. By far the best
teaching method is for adults to
practice positive behavior.
People fail to get along
because they fear each other.
They fear each other because
they don’t know each other. They
don’t know each other because
they have not properly communi-
cated with each other. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Source: Susan Hansen,
Extension Educator, Colfax and
Butler Counties. (LJ)
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Miscellaneous
A place in the country
continued from page 5
Alice's Analysis
continued from page 7
Control of ground ivy
continued from page 2
v v v
v v v
Antlions: the good, the odd and the ugly
continued from page 3
v v v
make two or three applications in
the fall. Fall applications are
generally more effective than
spring applications. Also, there is
lower risk of injury to desirable
garden plants from herbicide
drift with fall applications. The
first application can be made in
mid-September, a second in early
October. As always, when using
pesticides, read and follow label
directions carefully.
Home owners that have
Kentucky bluegrass have another
option. They can use a mixture
of three teaspoons of Borax to
one gallon of warm water. Two
or three applications may be
needed. This mixture should be
sprayed on bluegrass lawns only.
Once the ground ivy has
been effectively controlled, the
homeowner needs to use good
mowing, fertilization, watering
and cultivation practices to
obtain a dense, healthy, competi-
tive stand of turfgrass which
should help prevent future weed
infestations. (MJM)
pit, the larvae leave a narrow,
irregular, twisted furrow in the
soil that looks like doodling.
Antlion larvae do not seem
to care about the type of soil in
which they dig. Pits have been
found in quartz sand, red
sandstone, dust, humus, rotted
wood, gypsum and coal ashes.
The consistent requirement
seems to be that the substrate
must be composed of small, dry,
loose particles. If you want to
attract antlions, place sand under
the eaves next to your house in
an area that nearly always stays
dry.
  How do immature antlions
move through the soil and
construct their funnel-shaped
pit? The shape of the larva’s
abdomen, with its relatively
blunt anterior end gradually
tapering toward the posterior
enables the antlion to slide
backward easily through the
sand. The hairs on the antlion’s
body curve forward to help it
move backward.
An antlion excavates its pit
by using its oval-shaped abdo-
men as a plow and its flat head
as a shovel for flicking sand
upward. It circles backward
through the sand and repeatedly
flicks sand upward, raising its
head above the soil surface.
If an antlion larva encoun-
ters a small pebble or other
object when it is constructing its
pit, it will attempt to flick the
object out of its pit. If the object
is too large to flick but large
enough to move, it may literally
be “pushed” up and out of the pit
by the larva. When the pit is
completed, the larva lies motion-
less on the bottom, concealed
beneath the sand, with only its
long, piercing mandibles ex-
posed.
When an ant or other small
insect accidentally steps inside
the rim of the pit, it will slip on
the soft sand particles on the side
of the pit and fall to the bottom.
The unfortunate victim usually
becomes impaled by the
antlion’s piercing mandibles. But
if it tries to escape, the antlion
will flick sand and shower the
prey. As this storm of loose sand
falls on the slope of the pit, it
speeds up the treadmill effect.
Eventually the prey tumbles to
the bottom toward the waiting
antlion.
After the prey has been
captured, the antlion drags the
victim deeper into the sand
where it sucks out its body
fluids. The antlion then disposes
of the carcass by flicking it out
of the pit.
As the summer progresses,
antlions get larger and construct
a larger pit. When several
antlions live near each other,
they adjust the spacing between
the pits so as not to interfere with
each other. When the larva grows
to its maximum size, it changes
into a pupa and then an adult, a
life cycle similar to that of a
butterfly. Adults mate and
females lay eggs in soft, dry soil.
Antlions are absolutely
harmless and cause no damage to
flowers, people or structures.
They are highly beneficial and
feed on ants and other insects
that fall into their traps. It is best
to leave them alone. But, it is
interesting for kids (and adults,
too) to watch them make their
pits and catch their prey. You can
speed up the process by dropping
an ant or other small insect in
their pit.
Meeting, September 23 at the
Lancaster Extension Office. The
meeting will begin at 9 a.m.
Our next Council meeting
will be September 22, 7 p.m. The
program will be “Suitcase
Showing of Textiles and Cloth-
ing” by Twyla Lidolph.
October 27 will be the
Family and Community Educa-
tion Club Achievement Day.
It is nice to be able to have
my arm and hand free after my
shoulder operation. My arm has
been in a brace, tied to my ribs
for four weeks. I’m doing OK
and my movement is getting
better. My doctor says I’m
progressing nicely.
My thought for the month:
“Whoever wishes to keep a
secret, must hide the fact that he
possesses one.”—Johnann
Wolfagang Van Goethe.
particular maintenance, and preservation to include land use
restrictions.
• Determine permit requirement, building setbacks, codes, ease-
ments, covenants and other circumstances surrounding your
identified property as well as the property you are interested in.
• Enter into land purchases only when your requirements for water,
sewage and accessibility are met and contingency is assured.
• Utilize an Attorney at Law to represent your interests when
considering properties and when signing purchase agreements.
Practice being a good neighbor...take responsibility to maintain
the quality of life you and your neighbors desire
• Establish good neighbor relationships.  Practice citizenship,
contribute to the community and respect neighboring properties
and the rights of others.
• Respect trespassing laws and inform children about safety issues.
Many times pastures and fields are inviting playgrounds full of
potential risks,  i.e. frozen ponds, large animals, rough terrain.
• Assume responsibility for sustaining land, water and environmen-
tal quality. Utilize educational programs and resources of Coop-
erative Extension, the Natural Resources District and Game and
Parks Commission.
• Determine impact to others when you make decisions regarding your
property.  Examples include planting trees that eventually grow into
power lines or create icy road conditions and snow drifts on public
roadways and private driveways.
• Understand ownership responsibilities for pets, horses and other
livestock.  Loose animals cause safety concerns and overgrazing
of your pastures can bring negative impact to adjoining property.
• Don’t assume that complete freedom exists in the country side.
Shooting firearms, various commercial activities, outdoor collec-
tions of vehicles and equipment are often viewed as nuisances
distracting from the neighborhood.
• Acknowledge that expectations for snow removal on public road-
ways, emergency rescue, fire and law enforcement protection are
much different in a country setting.  Response times are longer due to
distance, road conditions, etc.
v v v
• Items containing PCBs—
Ballasts from fluorescent lamps
and small capacitors from appli-
ances including radios. Please
keep products in the original
container and keep the label intact.
If the label is destroyed or
unreadable, label the products to
the best of your knowledge. Open,
leaking or rusted containers
should be placed in a clear plastic
bag during transport. Please, do
not mix chemicals!
Please do NOT bring—
 Latex Paint
 Medicines
 Fertilizers
 Explosives & Ammunition
 Antifreeze (recycle)
 Used Oil (recycle)
 Batteries (recycle)
 General Household Trash or
Business Waste
If you have questions on
how to dispose of these items,
call the Lincoln-Lancaster
County Health Department at
441-8040. (LB)
Waste Collections
continued from page 3
• AIDS
• Unemployment
• Incarceration
• Death of a parent
Education Series: Each series runs for nine weeks. Topics
covered include stress management, legal concerns, grief issues,
anger and coping with the challenge of parenting once again. Time is
allowed each week for individual support. Child care is provided.
The following series have been planned:
September 17
Children’s Support Group: While grandparents are participat-
ing in the 9-week series, support group services are provided for
grandchildren ages 5-12. Activities are provided to explore the areas
of stress, relaxation, feelings, communication and the promotion of
positive self-esteem.
Ongoing Support Group: After completion of the 9-week
education series, grandparents have the opportunity for continued
support, education and social interaction. Groups meet the second
and fourth Wednesday of each month. Child care is provided.
Registration: To register for the education series or for the
children’s support group, call 441-6105.
Sponsoring Agencies: The Lincoln Area Agency on Aging
Volunteer and Multi- generational Services Division and Family
Service are working together to provide services.
A goal of the Lincoln Area Agency on Aging, Volunteer and
Multi-generational Services Division is to preserve and support the
family, allowing the strengths of one generation to meet the needs of
another and encouraging families to work together as a whole.
Family Service is a non-profit agency serving families with young
and school-aged children. Family Service offers a variety of programs
and services which strengthens and supports the family. (LB)
“Grandparenting’s Not What
I Thought It Would Be!!”
We understand there are a lot of questions. If you would like
to gain support from other grandparents who are raising their
grandchildren, plan to attend a 9-week education series
beginning Wednesday, September 17, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
If you are interested, call Karen at 441-6105 to register.
The 9-week session is free of charge. A support group for the
grandchildren and child care are provided. (LB)
GRG: Grandparents Raising Grandchildren
continued from page 7
distant areas incompletely.
Poor water distribution
also causes transfer of nutrients
resulting when animals graze
one area and then travel a long
distance from where they graze
to drink. Manure and urine are
deposited near watering sites
or along the path to water. The
nitrogen, phosphorus and other
nutrients in these deposits are
concentrated and wasted in an
area with little grass. A more
even distribution of this
manure and urine would grow
more grass.
How can you improve your
pasture's water distribution?
More ponds, windmills, wells
and dugouts might be the
answer. My preference, how-
ever, is to use a pipeline. The
pipeline can be put almost
anywhere, and water lines are
less expensive than most
people realize. Most areas can
get pipe and frost-proof
trenching for less than one
dollar per foot.
Over time, pipelines pay
for themselves with better
grass and improved animal
performance. (WS)
usually is best, but you can plant
oats directly into wheat stubble
or other crop residues if weeds
are killed ahead of planting.
Even flying oats onto corn fields
severely damaged by weather or
to be chopped early for silage
can work. Avoid fields with
herbicide carryover and topdress
40 pounds of nitrogen per acre
unless the previous crop was
heavily fertilized.
With good moisture, oats will
be ready to graze six to eight
weeks after emergence. Calves
and yearlings can gain over two
pounds per day. Be careful to
avoid grass tetany on lush oat
pasture; ask your veterinarian if
you should supplement with
magnesium. Also, don’t turn out
on oat pasture if livestock have
been grazing short or dry pastures.
Respiratory problems can occur.
For hay, cut soon after plants
begin to dry out following a
killing freeze or cut earlier if a
desirable growth stage is reached.
Oats can accumulate nitrates, so
test hay before feeding.
If you have good soil mois-
ture, give fall oats a try. Some of
your best forage growth may still
be ahead of you. Source: Bruce
Anderson, Extension Forage
Specialist (WS)
Improve livestock water
distribution on pastures
continued from page 4
Oats for fall pasture or hay
continued from page 4
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Feedback
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of THE NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
City_______________________________ Zip_______________
o Order subscription (free—however, there is an annual
$5 mailing and handling fee for zip codes other than
683—, 684—, 685—, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
o Change of Address
Comments_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Story Idea(s)___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.
Phone numbers:
Office (leave message after hours) ............................ 441-7180
After hours .................................................................. 441-7170
FAX .............................................................................. 441-7148
COMPOSTING HOTLINE ................................................... 441-7139
NUFACTS INFORMATION CENTER ..................................... 441-7188
OFFICE HOURS: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
July 28
4-H Council Meeting—State Fair Park .......................................... 7:00 p.m.
July 31-August 2
Master Beekeeping/Queen Rearing Workshops—ARDC, near Mead
July 31-August 3
Lancaster County Fair—State Fair Park  (see fair insert)
August 1
Pesticide Container Recycling Program
—Ag Hall, State Fair Park ........................................ 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
August 2
Household Hazardous Waste Collection—Nebraska Wesleyan University
parking lot, 56th & Huntington ................................. 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
August 4
Ak-Sar-Ben Entries Due
August 7
Character Counts! Day Camp—State Fair Park ..................... 1:00-4:30 p.m.
August 9
Specialty Crop Field Day ................................................................ 1:30 p.m.
August 10
4-H Teen Council Meeting ...................................................... 3:00-5:00 p.m.
August 11
Extension Board Meeting................................................................ 7:30 p.m.
August 13
Superintendent’s Dinner .................................................................. 7:00 p.m.
August 15
Pesticide Container Recycling Program
—Countryside Cooperative, Milford ......................... 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
August 16
Specialty Crop Field Day ........................................................................noon
August 20
State Fair Entry Day—State Fair Park
August 21
State Fair Judging Day—State Fair Park
Fair Board Meeting
August 22
Pesticide Container Recycling Program
—Countryside Cooperative, Raymond ...................... 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
August 22-September 2
Nebraska State Fair—State Fair Park
August 29
Pesticide Container Recycling Program
—Otte Oil and Propane, Wahoo ................................ 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Make a pledge
continued from page 7
• Going on “dates” regularly.
As a Business we pledge to Keep
Families First by:
• Sponsoring a family photo
week or family bulletin board.
• Hosting brown bag lunches
where workers can discuss
family issues.
• Sponsoring school-to-work
days for children of employees.
As Schools we pledge to Keep
Families First by:
• Providing activities such as
picnics and pot-lucks for school
employees and their families.
• Holding Cultural Aware-
ness Days.
• Offering school library
cards to families of students.
As Religious Organizations we
pledge to Keep Families First by:
• Planning family night
activities.
• Offering workshops on
prevention of high-risk teen
behavior.
• Supporting educational
efforts to improve family
relationships.
As Child Care Centers/Homes
we pledge to Keep Families First
by:
• Hosting family activities
where all the parents get to meet
each other.
• Providing parents with a
newsletter that includes happen-
ings at the center, meal menus,
educational “bits” about
parenting, discipline, nutrition,
and suggested family activities.
As a Community Group we
pledge to Keep Families First by:
• Sponsoring discussion on
family relations, effective
parenting, financial management,
and other family issues.
• Holding community-wide
fairs several times a year in
different neighborhoods with
entertainment for families and
information for parents.
As a member of the Media I
pledge to Keep Families First by:
• Developing newspaper,
radio, and television programs
on Keeping Families First issues.
• Spotlighting successful
families or family driven efforts.
• Giving editorial page
support of Keeping Families
First efforts by commenting on
family relations, parenting
skills and money management.
Pledge cards, brochures and
other information on families
will be available at the Keeping
Families First Booth at the fair or
at the Extension office after the
fair.  So—gather up your family
and meet us at the fair on
Saturday, August 2. (LJ)
